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The Secret Child has 50 ratings and 8 reviews. Vanessa said: Luke was back in town and Alison's brother wanted his
help w/ the family business. Of cours.

To view it, click here. The h in this book was all about self sabotage. She and the H grew up in the same town.
He was the son of the richest folks in the area. Her dad held that grudge until he died. The h move to London
to attend university. Towards the end of her final year she ran into the H at a party. They have a lovely, torrid
affair. She loved him and was hoping for more, unti The h in this book was all about self sabotage. She loved
him and was hoping for more, until he mentioned that he would be moving to New York for work. Her
brothers decide to sell the parents farm and buy a hotel. She is unsure, but upon learning that the H is going to
NY, she agrees to go into the hotel business too. The h soon learns that the H has another woman. And
American named Bianca. He leaves England and heads to NYC. She wanted to tell the H but she learned that
he got married to the OW so she decided to leave it alone. Two years later the H returns to Cornwall due to
death of his father. To be fair, the H was extremely nice about the situation, while the h was a downright witch
at times. I understood her pettiness, cause I would have been petty too, but she really let her fear and insecurity
take her there a lot. I loved the end where the H finally got the h to discuss their relationship and finally got
the issues resolved. He was very tolerant and considerate to her and their son. He only wanted what was best
and he wanted the woman he loved back It was a good read. Really enjoyable middle of the road read. Jul 02,
Nikki rated it did not like it Sooooooo who the heck is the villain in this story? Cause a lot of lying going
around. The brother irked me. Hero and heroine were a bit manipulative which made them hard to root for as
Sooooooo who the heck is the villain in this story? Hero and heroine were a bit manipulative which made
them hard to root for as a couple. The family rivalry could have played a bigger part in keeping the couple
distrustful of each other buuuut nope.
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He certainly did not expect to be given a sexy woman. However, because of her safety, they would have to
pretend they were lovers so that she would not be harmed. An entire week of temptation for him? Thanks to
Annie West, I devoured this amazing romance in one evening. It had me laughing, thanks to the spirited
Cassie. Cassie was different from the sophisticated women he dated. She was full of fire and was a "fighting
cat". Negotiations were critical at this desert meeting and Amir could not afford for anything to go wrong.
Reading about their week in the tent and their adventures was going to be so much fun. In a few short days, his
fascination had turned to desire. Could it be for both of them their confinement in the tent? Amir took her on a
picnic, told her a little about his country. She stirred things inside him, he fought at every turn in the road. And
then the truth about Cassie came out days later Like Cassie, Amir had a somewhat trouble childhood, selfish
parents who only thought of their needs and themselves. It was his uncle, the old sheikh who taught Amir. Te
sheikh had thought he would turn out like his selfish parents, unstable and irresponsible. Holding my breath, I
so wanted them to be a couple because I knew there would be fire and passion. Trust me, their passion blazed
and when the week was over it continued until gossip and duty called Amir. Miserable is the only word I can
think of to describe both of their feelings. Duty called, an up coming royal marriage and not to Cassie. All I
could think of, this author always finds a way for her heroine and hero to be together. Spectacular is the only
way to describe the perfect ending for the ending of this royal desert romancer. Simply, it was brilliant! Not
your average damsel in distress! Sheikh Prince Amir has vowed to redeem his scandalous family name - so the
last thing he needs on a tour of his desert kingdom is to have a sensuous blonde with more spirit than clothes
presented for his harem. Especially when she is under his sheets. Behind the book with author Annie West:
The result is a story with not a sister in sight, but I hope you find it as satisfying as I do. I asked myself what a
modern, independent woman would do if kidnapped and presented to a visiting sheikh as a love slave. Nor
could I pass on the chance to explore some of the fantasy elements of the sheikh story. Which means Cassie
and Amir must share his luxurious accommodation and his bed, till his business is complete. I hope you enjoy
it as much as I do.
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No self -respecting fictional lovers ever get it on without the odd argument. TV couples are at it too: Big,
Rachel and Ross all had us hooked with their on again, off again love affairs. Even real life couples fascinate
us, from Liz Taylor and Richard Burton, to Beyonce and Jay Z, we love to see the sparky dynamic of a
passionate couple. Conflict is at the heart of all great romantic fiction. It keeps the tension going and the reader
hooked. There are two types of conflict which you can use as a writer: Internal conflict is the inner obstacles
your hero and heroines have to overcome before they can be together, whilst external conflicts come from
events beyond their control. Both are useful devices to keep your couple apart, and your readers desperate for
that happy ending! Internal conflict comes from within your characters: So in your own writing, think about
what makes your couple tick. What has happened in their pasts, to prevent them coming together in the
present? What outside influences can work on them to stop them being together? In a situation like that your
couple can make mistakes that drive them apart, or misunderstand one another. Jane Austen does it brilliantly
in Pride and Prejudice, when Mr. Darcy proposes to Elizabeth so clumsily she says no. What kind of conflicts
can you give your characters to make them fight for their happy ever after? And how are you going to resolve
those issues so they get the ending they and your readers! Do let us know: And best of luck!
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So frustrating when such a talented writer wastes her ability to write a love story by writing about a disgusting
man and idiot woman who luck into a poor, defenseless child they can TOTALLY screw up. I read another
review stating that unless the father is Darth Vader, he must be told about the child. StMargarets The grovel
and explanation at the end lifted this from a two star to a three star rating. Hero was a caveman at the
beginning and progressed to human quite nicely. SM did a great job with his characterization. The heroine on
the hand. She goes to the H, who is the seekrit daddy, to ask for help. He dumped her years earlier when he
was getting too involved with her and when she tried to tell him she was preggers he refused to talk to her and
made her leave the country. They wind up in an affair again and then he follows her home and finds out about
his son. He wants marriage, but he has to work for it this time around and the hig Rgreader Heroine- annoying
as heck. She dragged the enjoyment of this book down to 1 star. She gives into instalust while her child is
threatened. If one is looking for a deep romance pass this by. If one is looking for a short lustmance this is the
book. Jenny I loved the sexy possessive hero and the love scenes were full of passion! I wish there was an
epilogue with cute babies. Dianna This book is somewhat sillier than most. Seven years ago, Kimberley had
an affair with billionaire Luc. It ended, she was pregnant, and he refused to take her two phone calls or see her
that one time she showed up at his office. As the book opens, Kimberley has received a kidnapping threat for
Nadia This book is apparently about how important it is to have college education. She is not able to think
straight when it comes to blackmailer and the whole probable abduction situation. Who pays ransom for
probable abduction? And how can you transfer m Roub Kimberley was absolutely pathetic! I was so annoyed
when she confessed dat she had been wid no OM since him. How pathetic can you get!? He did not even
believe her when she told him about their son and the blackmail. What had she done to deserve this!? Der was
no misunderstanding instigated by evil mama or OW. Ladyacct This guy may have been a smart billionaire
but he was a putz jerk in my opinion. However, it was a good story and the guy pulled his brains out of his
little head and put them back in the big one by the end of the story for that classic HP HEA. Vanessa Kimberly
has received a blackmail note asking for 5 million. So Kimberly yanks up her big girl panties and heads off to
get Luc to give her some cash to satisfy the blackmailer. BTW, Luc had orchestrated that Tia Hero and heroine
had brief affair, then he dumped her and called her a gold digger. When she tried contacting him again the
next day he ignored her, when she tried coming to his office to see him, he put her on a place back to her own
country. Now eight years have past and her seven year old son is in danger, so she goes to the hero for help.
Alexis-Morgan Roark Angsty and heart wrenchingly sad in some places. I am still not sure why I bother to
periodically read one of these. Maybe I will write my own romance! Katandra Nunnally my 1st Harlequin
novella was Like agreeing to sleep with the father-in-law or marry a rogue! In HP Land, sex always comes
first. Only then do real life issues that safety, health or poverty get taken up. So its the s All the parts we
needed to know are skipped over like " two weeks and two months later". They never talk until the end!
Tammie I loved this book and this is a reread review. Kimberley and Luc had an affair when she was 18 years
old that did not end well. Unfortunately when Luc was done with the relationship he did not realize she was
pregnant with his baby. She gets a blackmail letter for 5 million dollars and immediately gets in contact with
Luc. He does not believe her but is willing to give her 5 million to sleep with him and she sets the limit for 2
weeks because she She had received it in a box of boxes from my Aunt Agnes. My mother and sister and I
went on a trip to see Aunt Agnes in September As far as a one day read goes Harlequin has gotten way more
into sex than I like to read. The story line was I always like books that involve children. Reminded me a lot o
From Me to You Book Reviews Check out my review and a few teasers here: Para pasar un buen rato. Selly Leggere Romanticamente
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